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COVID VACCINE PASSPORT SCAM

The Met Police Cyber Crime unit have been made aware of this most

recent scam that purports to be from the NHS and informs recipients that

they can apply for their “Digital Coronavirus Passports”.  Clicking on the

link takes you to a convincing but fake NHS website that asks for

personal and payment details. (for an admin fee).  The website has since

been taken down but look out, this is what it looks like.

Your vaccination status is obtained FREE through the NHS App, website

or by calling the NHS on 119.

Exploring the psychology behind scams and how scammers are so effective at their crimes

Insights into how a fraud case is investigated and how not to be the next victim 

Scams awareness training from the Friends Against Scams initiative

Don't get hooked by scammers! What you need to know about flubot 

and phishing scams

Open to anyone who would like to know more about scams, the psychology behind scams,

prevention and how a fraud case is investigated.  The webinars bring together experts in their field

relating to online fraud.

To book go to www.ourwatch.org.uk/webinars, click on your chosen webinar and complete the

registration page (you can attend all if you like).
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Royal Russell School
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How to get your COVID-19 vaccination status:-

Get a digital version using the NHS App or NHS website. You will need to 

set up an NHS login to do this. Digital versions can be downloaded as a 

pdf or sent to you in an email.

Get a paper version, You can request a letter 5 days after having your 2nd 

dose of the vaccine by going online or by calling the NHS on 119.  You should get this within 5 working days.

More information can be found on the gov.uk website;

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/demonstrating-your-covid-19-vaccination-status-when-travelling-abroad 

National Neighbourhood Watch FREE scams webinars

6th July, 5pm
  
14th July, 5pm

23rd July 5pm 

30th July, 5pm 

http://www.ourwatch.org.uk/webinars
https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Royal%20Russell%20School&satid=id.sid%3A8d6794b0-4aeb-7029-a3c8-317eff039ce5&ppois=51.35749816894531_-0.06620000302791595_Royal%20Russell%20School_~&cp=51.357498~-0.0662&v=2&sV=1
https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Royal%20Russell%20School&satid=id.sid%3A8d6794b0-4aeb-7029-a3c8-317eff039ce5&ppois=51.35749816894531_-0.06620000302791595_Royal%20Russell%20School_~&cp=51.357498~-0.0662&v=2&sV=1


Croydon Council and the local NHS are encouraging everyone in the borough to come 

forward for their life-saving Covid vaccinations and join more than 320,000 residents 

who have been vaccinated to protect lives.

Accessible pop-up walk-in clinics have been set up to make it easier for people to get 

their vaccination, where no pre-booking is required. This includes:

Mayday Community Pharmacy 
Selhurst Park Stadium

More walk-in sites are scheduled to open in the coming weeks. Details are available via scanning the 

QR code or visiting the SW London NHS Site:-

www.swlondonccg.nhs.uk/covid/where-can-you-get-vaccinated/vaccination-walk-in-clinics/

The council and NHS are also urging people to bring family members who are eligible but have not got the vaccine

with them along when they go to have their vaccination.  Everyone over 18 years who is eligible for a Covid-19 jab

can get their first or second dose at the walk-in clinics. You can also make an appointment with a registered clinic or

call 119 to book a jab.  Those aged over 40 can book their second jab on the national booking system from eight

weeks after their first dose.

Research this week showed how important the second jab is at protecting people against the Delta variant first

identified in India.   The studies found a second dose gives substantially better protection compared to only one,

with both the Pfizer and AstraZeneca vaccines being more than 92% effective against hospitalisation and serious

disease after two doses.

Croydon health chiefs urge
residents to get their life-saving

Covid-19 vaccines
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                                                        Croydon’s

Director of Public Health at Croydon

Council, said: “There has been great

progress made in our efforts to get as many

people as possible protected against

Covid-19. We are really proud of those who

have already come forward for their

vaccination as they are protecting

themselves and others in the community.

We are seeing an increase in cases locally,

and the vaccine offers the best possible

protection against the virus, so it’s really

important that you take it up as soon as you

are offered.”

                                                                           Croydon GP and GP Borough

Lead for Croydon, said: “As the largest ever NHS vaccination

programme enters its last lap, we want to ensure that our local

community is as protected as they can be from Covid-19,

including the newer variants. If you are invited for a second dose

of the vaccine, please book it in, don’t delay – it’s the best way to

protect yourself, your family and friends.”

For people who are unsure whether to get their first vaccine, Dr

Fernandes said: “It is never too late to get the Covid-19 vaccine –

if you have any concerns, speak to your GP or a healthcare

professional. You can also visit one of our walk-in vaccination

clinics and talk to the staff about your options.”

Rachel Flowers, Dr Agnelo Fernandes,

Getting tested if you don't have symptoms.....
Around 1 in 3 people with COVID-19 do not have any symptoms. You can get a free rapid COVID-19 test at a local

site in Croydon, and get the results the same day, usually within 30 minutes. This is called lateral flow testing. 

Getting tested frequently can help to reduce the spread of the virus as this identifies people who do not have

symptoms but are infectious and could pass the virus to others without knowing.  Visit www.croydon.gov.uk and

search 'Track and Trace' to find out more information on locations etc.



Criminals are targeting WhatsApp users, taking over accounts

and trying to defraud or hack their friends too. 

How the hack works
The criminals abuse the legitimate process of transferring a

WhatsApp account from one phone to another.  They use an

already compromised account to message the account owner’s

contacts. The criminals impersonate the owner of the hacked

account and usually claim that they are having problems

receiving a six-digit code, and asking if they can send it to the

friend instead (or that they have sent it to them by accident) they

then request the friend tell them the code or forward it on to

them. The code is the WhatsApp verification code for the new

victim—by sending it to their friend they are really sending it to

the criminal who is then able to transfer the new victims

WhatsApp account to the criminal’s phone. 

What follows next is normally the criminal impersonating the

victim and requesting money from their contacts (usually for an

emergency but always on the promise of being repaid) or the

criminal will use the compromised account in the same manner

as before to hack more and more accounts.

No matter the claim, you should never share your WhatsApp SMS

verification code with others, not even friends or family. 

Sharing codes can cause you to lose your account
Learn more here: 

https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-
profile/stolen-accounts/

If you're unfortunately tricked into sharing your code and lose

access to your WhatsApp account, read the instructions below on

how to recover your account.

Please note, WhatsApp is end-to-end encrypted and messages

are stored on your device, so someone accessing your account

on another device can't read your past conversations. But they

will be able to read and reply to any new messages you receive

and post in any groups you are a member of. 
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If you receive a suspicious or unexpected message

from a friend or “mutual” on WhatsApp (or any social

media), contact them via other means to check the

message is genuine.

Never share any codes or pin numbers. 

Set up 2 factor authentication (2FA) It’s quick and

easy to set up and adds another layer of security to

your account. 

WhatsApps website

https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/verification/about-

two-step-verification gives a guide on how to turn on

2FA - open WhatsApp > Settings > Account > Two-
step verification > Enable.

Don’t give your login details (email/number &
password) to anyone. Only enter your login details

on the official website or app.

Be extremely weary of sharing your phone number
or email address over social media. / Instant

messaging.

Always double check friend requests or “being
added” by contacts and don’t accept them from

people you don’t know.

Always challenge requests for your information.

WhatsApp Account Compromise
How to protect yourself

You must wait 7 days before you can sign in without the

two-step verification code. Regardless of whether you

know this verification code, the other individual was

logged out of your account once you entered the 6-digit

SMS code.
 

More information can be found here;

https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-
profile/stolen-accounts/

                     ....continued over

How to recover your account;
 

Sign into WhatsApp with your phone number and verify your

phone number by entering the 6-digit code you receive via

SMS..
 

Once you enter the 6-digit SMS code, the individual using your

account is automatically logged out.
 

You might also be asked to provide a two-step verification code.

If you don't know this code, the individual using your account

might have enabled two-step verification. 

https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-profile/stolen-accounts/
https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/verification/about-two-step-verification
https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/account-and-profile/stolen-accounts/


How to update WhatsApp
 

You should keep WhatsApp (and any

other apps on your smartphone) up to

date. 

 

Download software updates as soon as

they are available, these are normally

security updates which are fixing

potential vulnerabilities in the apps

software.

Android 
Visit the play store, click on menu

and choose ‘My apps and games’.

Tap update next to the WhatsApp

messenger.

iPhone
Visit the app store, click updates

and refresh. Tap update next to 

the WhatsApp messenger

 

Windows Phone 8.1
Visit the store and select menu.

Click on ‘My apps’ and select 

WhatsApp to update.

 

Windows Phone 10
Visit the Microsoft store and click 

on ‘Menu’. Select ‘My Library’ 

and tap ‘Update’ next to 

WhatsApp.

We are seeing a trend whereby suspects are bold enough to break into vehicles during the

day.  Please WARN any workers who are working on yours or your neighbour’s property:

•       Always lock your van when it’s unattended 

•       Don’t leave behind valuables or any signs of them 

•       Remove expensive tools and equipment from your vans 

•       Using stickers as a visual deterrent 

•       Making your vehicle more secure with security add-ons. Choosing the right locks for the     

         job such as Slam lock or Dead lock 

Do not attempt to confront these criminals, call the police immediately. 
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Source... 

Metropolitan Police 
Cyber Crime Unit

Following a rise in the
reporting of WhatsApp
accounts being hacked.



There has been an increase in reporting of fraudulent mobile phone scams where the consumer is contacted about an upgrade

by fraudsters pretending to be the legitimate company – often they will know the correct provider due to old call lists in

circulation. They go through the process of taking out a new contract with the consumer and then send a new phone to the

address but it is often the wrong model. They then request the parcel is sent back to another address promising to resolve the

issue but intercept the package and the consumer is stuck with no phone and a contract in their name. 

• Cold calls about mobile upgrades and contracts - If you’re unsure that the person calling you is an official representative of the

company they claim to be from, hang up and do not reveal any personal information.
 

• Only contact your mobile network provider on a number you know to be correct. For example, 191 for Vodafone customers,

150 for EE customers, 333 for Three customers, 202 for O2 customers, 4455 for Tesco Mobile, 789 for Virgin Mobile and 150 for

Sky Mobile. 

• If you receive a device that 

you did not order or expect, 

contact the genuine sender 

immediately. The details for 

this will be within the parcel. 

• NEVER post a device directly 

to a given address. All genuine 

Mobile Network Operators 

would send out a jiffy bag for 

you to return without you 

incurring additional cost. 

For more information on how 

to stop fraud please visit 

www.cyberaware.gov.uk 

and 

www.takefive-stopfraud.org.uk

If you have actually been the 

victim of a scam, report this to:

Action Fraud 0300 123 2040 

 or Citizens Advice Consumer 
Helpline 0808 223 1133 
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Croydon Trading Standards - Community Alert

Fraudulent Mobile Phone Upgrade Scam

Summer 2021 will be with you

all in early July
 

CBNWA Coordinators - have you

replied on the number of printed

copies required for 

your road/watch?  

If not please contact

nhw@cbnwa.com, 

the electronic version will follow

 

We look forward to seeing those of

you who have pre booked to

collect your watch on 8th July. 
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Sharon Kilborne is the Crime Community Engagement Coordinator for the London Borough of Croydon. 

 Sharon's primary focus is around hate crime but she also works closely with Haydar Muntadhar who is the

Prevent Manager focusing on extremism and radicalisation.  Sharon and hopefully Haydar will be attending

our CBNWA Crime Prevention Day on 6th November so keep your eyes peeled for more information.

In the meantime a few things you may be interested in and be able to help them both with.  

Sharon would like to ask if you have a few minutes to share and complete the following surveys online:-

 

Are you part of a community group or faith organisation that may be interested in the following?

The Croydon Prevent Team are offering WRAP (Workshop to raise awareness of Prevent) Prevent training

sessions to community and faith organisations.  Prevent is the statutory duty to safeguard those that may be

vulnerable to violent extremism. The WRAP covers the Prevent policy, the extremism phenomenon,

radicalisation, case studies, indicators of concern and the referral process. The training has been amended to

reflect the impact of COVID and threat of online radicalisation.

The training session is free of charge and can be delivered online or face-to-face at a time and location of your

convenience. The WRAP is a 45-60 minute presentation. The Prevent team recommends arranging a Local

Authority delivered WRAP once every two years to ensure the best practice. Please contact Haydar directly on

haydar.muntadhar@croydon.gov.uk to arrange. 

 

 Young People and Crime     https://forms.office.com/r/MfbZPfP5bK
     Safety for Women and Girls     https://forms.office.com/r/1HcFpMaPAY

Can you help?

mailto:haydar.muntadhar@croydon.gov.uk

